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As boat builders who've made Seakeeper a standard feature or an optional add-on, your boats already 

stand out from the competition. By offering helpful information about Seakeeper, your customers can 

fully understand the benefits of owning one of these models.  

 

We created this website integration packet to provide you with current branding and materials to make 

incorporating Seakeeper information onto your site easy and hassle-free. These resources will help you 

provide customers with a better understanding of Seakeeper and its benefits.  

 

HELPFUL LINKS 

Seakeeper Home Page https://www.seakeeper.com/home/  

How It Works https://www.seakeeper.com/technology/ 

Frequently Asked Questions https://www.seakeeper.com/faqs/category/all-faqs/  

Standard Warranty https://www.seakeeper.com/warranty/ 

  

MARKETING RESOURCES 

Check out our Marketing Resource Center, where you can find content that will help in creating a 

Seakeeper section on your website. Below are a few areas to browse.  

Seakeeper Logos 

Product Logos 

Product Images 

Videos 

Seakeeper Brand Guide  

 

SEA TRIAL REPORTS/VIDEOS 

Including a Sea Trial Report or Sea Trial video on the webpage is also an option! If we have a sea trial video 

that you'd like to use, please reach out to marketing@seakeeper.com.  

 

If you don't see a sea trial for your brand, we encourage you to create and submit one through the 

Seakeeper Sea Trial App. Detailed instructions with a link to the app can be found in the Sea Trial App User 

Guide. 

 

SEAKEEPER WEBSITE COPY 

ELIMINATE BOAT ROLL 

Seakeeper eliminates up to 95% of boat roll, transforming everyone's experience on the water. With a 

Seakeeper, every day on the boat is a comfortable one. 
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HOW IT WORKS 

Inside a vacuum encapsulation, a flywheel spins at speeds of up to 9,750 RPM. When the boat rolls, the 

sphere tilts fore and aft (precesses), producing a powerful gyroscopic torque to port and starboard that 

counteracts the boat roll. 

 

BENEFITS 

The Seakeeper requires modest electrical power, has no outside appendages, and operates very quietly. 

Its computerized control and vacuum technology make it the first truly practical, and only modern, anti-roll 

gyro. 

 VACUUM SEALED 

Seakeeper's vacuum encapsulation enables the flywheel to spin roughly three times faster, cuts 

flywheel weight by two-thirds, and halves power requirements. Moreover, because the critical 

components (flywheel, bearings, and motor) are sealed in a vacuum, they are forever isolated from 

the marine environment. 

 

ACTIVE CONTROL  

Seakeeper's active control optimizes gyro torque, providing an unsurpassed level of performance. 

Unlike a passively controlled gyro, which must be turned off in the roughest conditions or at higher 

speeds, the Seakeeper is effective at all speeds and can be used in all sea conditions. 

 

INNOVATIVE COOLING SYSTEM  

Seakeeper's patented cooling system removes heat from within the vacuum enclosure and 

dissipates it through a glycol/seawater combination. This enables the flywheel to spin at an 

extremely high rate of speed, providing ultimate performance in the smallest and lightest package 

possible. 

 

CONTROL THROUGH YOUR DISPLAY 

Controlling and monitoring your Seakeeper is as simple as opening the Seakeeper App on your 

multifunction display. Just turn it on and forget about it! There are no complex settings or adjustments 

needed. 


